TECHNICAL MEETING
The Complexity of Musical Instruments – Two Short Talks
Date:

Thursday 27 February 2014

Venue:

Room G25, Electrical Engineering Building, UNSW, Kensington
(location ‘G17’ on attached campus map)

Time:

6:00 pm (drinks and nibbles), for 6:30 start

Speakers:

André Almeida, Associate Professor at Université du Maine, Le Mans, France
Joe Wolfe, Professor of Physics, UNSW

Reed instruments - how cane and pipes can make music
Musical instruments are both simple and complex systems: their functioning is based on the assembly of
at least two elements, an exciter and a resonator. The individual phenomena at play in each of these
elements can be described with simple physics, but the behaviour arising from their combined action is
remarkably rich and complex. This complexity is increased when we take into account the action of the
musician on its instrument.
In the first of our talks for 2014, André Almeida, an Associate Professor at Université du Maine, Le Mans,
France, will quickly describe a basic model to explain the functioning of a reed instrument such as a
clarinet or a saxophone. André will explain how this model can be used to predict such things as the
playing frequency or the ranges of blowing pressure and lip force that can produce a sound.
The voice - why and how is it so unlike musical instruments?
The voice has similarities with instruments, especially brass instruments: in both cases, two strips of
muscular tissue lie between two resonant ducts and oscillate in at least a couple of different vibrational
modes so as to convert DC power from the lungs into sound. In brass instruments, however, one of these
ducts controls or at least quantises the frequency, whereas in the voice it controls the phoneme or
speech sound.
Joe Wolfe is a professor of physics at UNSW. With colleague John Smith he set up an acoustics lab about
15 years ago to investigate the voice and musical instruments. Joe will present this second short talk,
giving a very quick introduction to voice science and some of the work in the acoustics lab.

AAS members (and guests) are welcome to attend.
Refreshments will be provided.
RSVP FOR CATERING PURPOSES BY
Monday 24th February to Tracy Gowen by email tgowen@renzotonin.con.au

